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1     statement and other lay staff.  There were particular

2     cruel ways of disciplining us, and one would have been

3     where the side of your lock was pulled, and one would

4     have been a crack ear, if you call it that, pull your

5     ear, but the worst of them was when you got by the

6     cheeks, and if anybody was to squeeze their own cheek

7     and see how hard they could do that, it is very, very,

8     painful, but one of the ways that would have happened

9     was if you squeezed and move your arm up, you kind of go

10     up on to your toes, your tippy-toes, and sometimes then

11     you got a slap across the face.  That is something that

12     happened to a number of young people.  I hadn't been

13     aware of others being force fed, for example.

14         So I would have been caned in school, for example.

15     I wouldn't have -- others were caned.  So it didn't

16     matter a great deal to me.  It is the things that stood

17     out in my mind.

18 Q.  The type of punishment -- I am going to ask you -- you

19     did give me two names.

20 A.  Yes.

21 Q.  I am going to ask you to give those names to the

22     Inquiry.

23 A.  Yes.

24 Q.  Again they will not be repeated outside --

25 A.  Yes.
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1 Q.  Well, the congregation have said they believed her to

2     have been a good employee and they are sorry if she or

3     any member of staff dropped below the acceptable level

4     of behaviour towards children.

5 A.  Uh-huh.

6 Q.  You go on there to say that you learned that the way you

7     could survive all of this was not bring attention to

8     yourself.

9 A.  Yes.

10 Q.  Now I am just going to mention a couple of other points

11     and we will discuss them in a little bit more detail.

12         You mention at paragraph 10 about an incident where

13     NL4 took a toy off you.  I will come back to talk about

14     that, because the actual circumstances of how you came

15     to get the toy was actually a good memory.

16 A.  Uh-huh.

17 Q.  In paragraph 22 you talk about school, going to school.

18 A.  Yes.

19 Q.  You talk about being -- a particular teacher.  You say

20     he encouraged you.  You say in school he would have used

21     a bamboo cane or a strap, but he only caned you or

22     strapped you if you had done something wrong.  You talk

23     about a time when you remember he wrote a sum on the

24     board once and he said he was going to leave it there

25     for ten minutes so you could work out the answer.
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1     I am concerned the matter is dealt with.

2 Q.  That's fine.  If we look at paragraph 18, DL40, if we

3     can highlight that, you -- we get on to the subject of

4     school and education, and I want to look at some of the

5     issues that arise from this and our earlier discussion.

6         The first is that you talk in paragraph 18 about

7     NL63.  Now he is not -- again his name won't be used

8     outside the chamber.  The Inquiry has not yet been able

9     to trace NL63, but what we understand to be the position

10     is he taught in the Nazareth Lodge school for a long

11     period of time, including before you were there, and the

12     Inquiry has heard other evidence about him.  You

13     describe him as a strict man but very fair.

14         I was explaining to you that some of the evidence

15     the Inquiry has received would suggest that there was

16     physical punishment that NL63 was involved in, which

17     included using a ruler on the hands, and taking people

18     by the cheek or the sideburns and lifting them up, or

19     perhaps hitting them on the back of the head, a cuff

20     round the ear, and I was asking you whether you were

21     aware that that is the type of punishment he would have

22     engaged in, although perhaps not with you, given what

23     you have said?

24 A.  That's correct.  NL63 was a very strict man, yes.

25 Q.  So is it -- you would have been aware of him doing those
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